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Chapter 15 to kill a mockingbird quiz

To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to verify your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Tom Robinson and Atticus' role as an advocate makes whispers and gazes every time gemand scout goes to town. One day, the Scout tries to ask Atticus what the rape is, and
the theme of the children's journey comes to the church in Calpurnia. Aunt Alexandra tells the Scout that he can't return next Sunday. Later, she tries to persuade Atticus to remove Kalpurnia, saying that she no longer needs her. Atticus refuses. That night, Gem tells the Scout not to confront Alexandra.
The Scout responds to The Apprentice and attacks Jem, angry at Him. Atticus breaks the fight and goes to bed. The Scout finds something under his bed. She calls Gemma and finds Dill hiding there. Dill fled the house because his mother and new father did not pay enough attention to him. He walked
the rest of the train to Meicomb Junction, 14 miles from Meridian, and covered the back of the side wagon. The gem goes down the aisle and speaks to Atticus. Atticus asks the Scout to eat more food than a cold corn bread pan for Dill, and he asks Dill's aunt, Rachel, to tell him about his whereabouts. Dill
eats, gets to Jem's bed to sleep, but soon climbs into scout's bed talking through things. Summary: A week after Dill's arrival, a group of people, led by sheriff Heck Tate, come to Atticus' house in the evening. As his trial draws near, Tom Robinson should be transferred to Maycomb Jail, raising concerns
about the possibility of a Lynch mob. Later, Jem says Alexandra and Atticus are arguing about the trial and scouting; She almost brought disgrace to the family and accused him. The next evening, Atticus takes his car to town. At about 10 o'clock, Gem, along with Scouts and Dill, sneaked out of the house
and followed his father to the city center. From adistance, they watch Atticus sit in front of Maycomb Jail and read a newspaper. The gem suggests that you do not disturb Atticus and do not return home. At that moment, four cars drive to Maycomb and park near the jail. When a group of men come out,
Atticus demands that he be removed from the prison door. Atticus refuses, and the Scout suddenly races from his hideout next door, and realizes that the group of men are different from the group that came home the night before. Gem and Dill follow her, and Atticus orders Gem to go home. The gem
refuses, and a man tells Atticus that there are 15 seconds to leave his children. Meanwhile, the Scout recognizes Mr. Cunningham, the father of his classmate Walter Cunningham. She started talking to him about his legal relationship and his son, and asked his son to tell him All the men stared at her. Mr.
Cunningham suddenly becomes ashamed, squats and tells the Scout to say he's a man, and then tells his colleagues to clear him. They depart, and the newspaper's owner, Underwood, speaks from a nearby window arranged with a double barrel shotgun from a nearby window. Atticus and Mr.
Underwood talk for a moment, and Atticus takes the children home. Analysis: Chapter 14-15 If Aunt Alexandra implements the rules and customs of the adult world, then at this point the re-emergence of Dill gives the opportunity to scout, at least for a short time, back into the comfort of childhood.
However, the return of the deal also highlights the growing Gulf in development between Scouting and Gem. In an earlier section, we saw twelve-year-old Jem urging Scouts to act like angry girls, indicating their increasing awareness of adult social roles and expectations. Here again, the gem proves that
Dill's existence is too old for the childhood regiment he recalls. Scouting is relevant, looking at the under the bed, by telling Atticus that Jem roses and violated the code for the rest of our childhood. For the Scout, this act makes Jem a traitor. Additional Research Part 2: Chapter 14-15 Quiz Quiz
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